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Faculty Inquiry to lmprove
Learning Community Practice

To assess ... in its origin literally means to sit down
beside fiate ME<ML<assess(us) ptp. of assidere (as +
sidere)1. In its development it has come to mean using
careful judgment based on close observqtion thqt comes
from sitting down beside 

-Arvemo Couege Facurry

Emily Lardner and Gillies MaLnarich, co-directors of the Wash-

ington Centerfor Improving Undergraduate Education (www

evergre en.edry'washcente r ), le ad its ational leaming-communities

work and other system-v)ide curic lar reform initiatives. Both he|e
taught for many years: Lardner teaches academic writing and com-
position, and Malnarich teaches sociology and pre-collegiate/entry-

lerel studies. They currently teach in The Erergreen Stote College's
Evening and. Weekend. Studies Program.

he "little blue book"-an affectionate title used
by admirers of Student Assessment-as-Learning
at Alvemo College-is written (rather stunning-
ly) "by the Alvemo College Faculty." The story
behind this paradigm-shifting work on assess-

ment underscores the vital role faculty inquiry plays in insti-
tutional and system-wide educational reform-if this inquiry
is organized to think through pressing questions.

For those unfamiliar with how Alverno-a small. urbal.
Catholic liberal arts college for women--came to re-irnagine
its mission in tie early 1970s, when the value of college in
general and a liberal arts education in particular were being
scrutinized nationally, the highlights are instructive. Sister Joel
Read, then president of Alvemo, after listening to several yea$
of faculty conversations, made two forward-thinking decisions,



First, she reorganized the college's class schedule so that Friday

aftemoons would be set aside for campus-wide discussion Sec-

ond, she invited academic depa.rtments to investigate the kinds

ofquestions professionals in their freld
of sr{dy were asking and whether related
problems and issues were featured in the
depafiment's general education courses
and in work for the major.

As readers of the l itt le blue book
discover, the Alvemo faculty's delibera-
tions-prompted by overarching ques-

' tions that probed the connections between
professional practice. education for
ci.tizenship, and academic leaming-led
themto make a key distinction between
possessing knowledge and using knowl-
edge. Tests and examinations, while
providing evidence of the f,rst, remained
silent on the second-that is, students' de-
veloping ability to integrate and use what
they know in multiple real-wodd contexts.

This realization moved Alverno faculty
inquiry into unchartered territory. Over
thirty years later that terdtory has become
the familiar ground of performance-
based assessments and students' "taking
responsibil i ty for Learning" in relation
to cleady articulated learning outcomes
at beginning, developing, and advanced
levels. This radical rethinking of teaching,
leaming, and assessment became known
as "abilities-based education."

Now thoroughly embedded in the lexicon ofhigher educa-
tion, the question that the Alvemo faculty members asked
themselves-what should every graduating student know and
be able to do?-has recantly been answered by roomfuls of
educators at meetings convened by the Association of Ameri-
can Colleges and Universities (AAC&U). Their responses led
to the four essential leaming outcomes identified in College
Learning in the New Global Century: knowledge of human
cultures and the natural and physical world, intellectual and
practical skills, personal and social responsibility, and integra-
tive learning.

As AAC&U president Carol Geary Schneider conmented
rn arecent Peer Review editoriat, while the first tbree leam-

ing outcomes reprcsent enduring liberal education outcomes,

integrative leaming "marks a notable shift in the practice of

the liberal arts from language we used to use-understandinS,
appreciating, comprehending, remem-

bering-to actually being able to do

Students must know how to apPly knowl-

edge and to use.it in new contexts." The

emphasis.on doing integrative learning

signals what we think needs to inform all

faculty-inquiry agendas, not only those

directed at leaming communlty pracnce.

In this article, we examine how a set of

questions from a collaborative assessment
protocol used by teachen in the Haivard

Graduate School of Education's Project

Zero-and adapted by Veronica Boix-

Mansilla for Washington Canter's National

Project on Assessing Leaming in Leaming

Communities-led to valuable insights

regarding the fourth essential leaming out-

come associated with college learning for

this century: integrative leaming.

Learning Communities as an

Educatio nal Reform S trat e gY

Our definition of leaming communities

is simple: a cohort of students enrolled

in twaer more classes in which they ex-

perience at least one explicitly designed

opportunity for inle$ative leaming Our

work with campuses is guided by a theory

of change focusing on three dimensions

of program design: strategically developed student cohorts'
at least two integrative projects, and a professional leaming
community or faculty inquiry group for teachers involved in
the program. Situating leaming communities at key points in
the curriculum is critical-building as it do€s on institutional
information about the pathways students navigate on their way
to gmduation and the curricular fouble-spots they encounter on
the way. But in this projecq we focused on developing faculty
inquiry groups to assess inlegrati!e leaming.

Assessing Learning in Learning Communities

The goal ofthe National Assessment Project was to address
a gap in the literature. Early descriptions of leaming communi-
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ties as a curricular reform stategy focused on their potential for
fostering interdisciplinarl and integrative thinking. A widely
shared exp€ctation among early learning community leaders
was that re-organizing curicular struc-
tures-i.e. linking two classes and enroll-
ing a single cohort of students-would
automatically prompt changes in the cur-
riculum and learning outcomes.

But in their review of reseatch or,
learning community assessments, Kathe
Taylor and her colleagues concluded that
this is not guaranteed and that "learning
community research and assessment can
and should probe more deeply into the na-
ture of leaming community interyentions,
and the narure of their impact on the
learning of students." Sue Scrivener and
her colleagues echoed this recommenda-
tjon in their stud) of a freshman learning
community program at Kingsborough
Commudty College, noting that while
student coho s increase pgrsistence rates,
the quality of the learning community of-
ferings varied widely.

In planning the National Assessment
Project, we sought to foster among leam-
ing conrnunity practitioners the kind of
involvement in assessing studenl lea-rning
experienced by theAlverno faculty. Build-
ing on the classic Alverno question-what
do we walt students to know and be able
to do?-we asked, u hat kind of leaming
do leaming codrmunities make possible? We imagined that on
each of the campuses invoived in the project, teaching teams
would sit dpwn with student work from their learning com-
munity program to investigate integrative leaming. National
project meetings would be occasions to share campus findings
and to push our collaborative inquiry toward the least chafiercd
territory within leaming community practice-the what and
how of integrative and interdisciplinary leaming.

The project was open to any campus with an established
leaming community program. But when we posted an invita-
tion to participate on the national learning community list-
serye, we expected no more than ten campuses to respond.
After all, we were asking the volunteers to support theh own

participation in national gatherings and regular conference
calls, as well as to convene campus-based conversations about
student work using a structured prctocol. In exchange, we

could provide rich collaborative learning
opportunities but only modest stipends.

We were surprised by the response to our
invitation-surprised at both the number
and range of institutions that wanted to par-
ticipate. Of the twenty-seven campuses that
began the project in fall 2006, twenry were
still active at the closing retreat in March
2008-eleven community colleges and nine
four-year colleges ald universities.

As s e s sin g Inte grativ e and/or
I ntenlis cip linary Learnin g U sin g
the Prolocol

Interdisciplinary understanding is the
"capacity to inte$ate knowledge and
modes of thinking from two or more
discipUnes in order to produce a cognil i\e
advancement-to explain phenomena,
fashion products, solve problems in ways
that would have been unviable through a
single disciplinary means."

- -VeronicaBoix-Mansilia

The primary purpose of our hrst proj-
ect gathering was to become familiar with
the collaborative assessment protocol.
Panicipants flew into Seattle from all over

the U,S., began to get acquainted over dinner and discussion
on the first night, and spent the next day looking at samples
of student work from three established leaming communiry
programs.

Vercnica Boix-Mansilla (2009) developed the collaborative
assessment protocol we were using by weaving together assess-
ments developed by Harvard Project Zero a4d a defirftion of in-
terdisciplinary understanding derived from their research. What
we all irnnediately noticed was how deeply the protocol orga-
nized ow conversation-a marked departure ftom more free-
wheeling conversations about teaching, leaming and assessment.

The protocol hds three sections. The flrst, "Getting Ac-
quainted," is designed to get teachers from disciplines and
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courses across the guricdum attuned to each other and to a

student's work. After a brief introduction to t}le assignment

that produced the work, participants are prompted to share

what th€y notice about the selection, then
what they value, and then to raise ques-
tions. The second section of the protocol,
"Zooming In," focuses attention on the
four core elements of interdisciplinary
work: the pur?ose of the piece of work,
the ways in which two or more disciplines
or areas of expertise inform the work, the
ways in which these disciplines or areas

. are integrated, and the student's reflec-
tions about the work. The third secrion,
"Stepping Back," invites deeper inquiry
about the implications for teaching and
learning raised by the process.

D is ting uis hin g B etw e e n I nte r dis c ip lin d r y
and I nte grativ e U nderc tandin g

Early in the natiolal gathering, atten-
tion shifted from looking at student work
to looking at rhe protocol itself. since
some questioned its value. The most prob-
lematic section was the one focused on
disciplines and areas of expertise and the
dehnition of interdisciplinary leaming
As we reflect on why the definition was
so contentious, at least initially, we think
these issues were in play:

. Among faculty drawn to teach rn
leaming communities are some who tesist the limitations
of traditional ways of organizing knowledge and a course
structure that leaves in students' hands the work of making
meaningful connections across the curridulum. "lnterdisci-
plinary" leaming in the context of leaming communrty prac-

tice has always included connotations of learning that goes
beyond the academic disciplines. To retum to thinking about
the disciplinary grounding for interdisciplinary work felt re-
ductive to some faculty-and even irrelevant, given the kind
of learning they wanted studenrs to experience.

. While organizing students into cohorts has helped learn-
ing communities increase tetention for beginning students' on
mgny campuses (especially at conununity colleges) these sfu-
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dents frequently take courses that emphasize skill development'
A focus on the disciplines gave ris€ to questions about how
these skitls would be characterized. Ifcounes in reading or

study skills weren't providing "disciplin-
ary grounding," what were they contribut-

ing? More importantly, how would these

courses and relate{.faculty expertise be-

come visiblq.in a protocol that emphasized

discipLinary grounding and integration?
. Although the Protocbl focused facul-

ty attention on what students demonstrate

that they know how to do rather than on

what we intended or thought students

might do in response to particular assign-

ments, staying focused on sudent work

proved to be challenging. It was hard be-

cause, as one team hypothesized, faculty

wear the "lenses" of what students are

"supposed to do." And because the proto-

col removed our "supposed-to" lenses' it

was "an excellent (and efficient) way to

assess what actually happens rather than

what is supposed to happen. Then we can

look at our assignments and go 'No won-

derl' Then tweak them."

After a lot of conversation in which

we fiedto stretch the meaning of inter-

disciplinary understanding to include all

rhe things we saw students integrating in

their work, we reached a simple but illu-

minating conclusion: integrative learning

includes but is not limited to interdisciplinary learning. Our
butcher-paper poster included the following insights:

. Interdisciplinary leaming integrates disciplinary
learning and modes of inquiry specific to each discipline.

. lnterdisciplinary learning is one kind of integrative
leaming.

. While integrative leaning can be interdisciplinary, it can
pull from other areas such as skill-based expertise.

. Integrative leaming can mean working with multiple
perspectives even from within one discipline.

. Integmtive leaming can take the form of integrating
Dersonal exDeriences with academic modes ofinquiry.
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Valuing Specificity in Assignment Design

One of the most productive sessions at a project gathering
was spent puzzling over what precisely we want students to
use as the basis for integrative oi interdis-
ciplinary work, drawing upon our specific
disciptines and courses. With practice. rhe
learning community teams involved in the
National Assessment Project became more
adept at articulating their discipline's fun-
damental concepts. methods. and forms.
the precursor to robust integrative or inter-
disciplinary work.

Faculty teaching writing courses. for
instaqce, struggled to define what evidence
of disciplinary grounding in composition
looks like: whzit is the difference between
a "we11-written" paper in psychology and a
paper that results from students' integmting
what they are leaming ftom a composition
class and a psychology class? They moved
towards a conception of academic writ-
ing as inlerently social: academic writers
write about issues in the context of larger
conversations. Consequendy, a fundamental
compositional skill is to be able to put one's
own thinking into the context of other writ-
ers' thinking-at beginning, developing, and
advanced levels.

We were also interested in the kinds of
assignments that prompted students most
effectively. Our conversations were guided
by Boix-Mansilla's framework of produc-
tive shifts, including moving from generic themes to powerful,
multifaceted issues; from assignments seeking information to
ones seeking deep understanding; and from narning disciplines to
encouraging students to make use of core disciplinary concepts,
methods, and forms of commudication.

As one panicipant noted, "The more concrete the prompts,
the easier it is for students to integrate." In a learning com-
munity that included an Introduction to Algebra course and a
critical thinking course, for instance, students were asked to

collect data about their daily use of three
electrical appliances, calculate the energy
consumption dfthese three appliances for
a week, dnd then reduce their use of them.
They were also asked to write an essay
discussing the relationship between their
personal energy consumption and the en-
vircnment, as well as the personal impact
ofreducing their use of the appliances.

By reviewing student work with the
protocol, Evelyn Burg, Marisa Klages,
and Patricia Sokolski noticed that a few
students focused on the data they bollect-
ed, more made general arguments about
conservation, but hardly anyone could
make an argument that demonstrated
quantitative literacy by using numerical
data as evidence for thel claims. But
even though "students were not able to
make these connections at the start," after
subsequenr assignments and discussions.
they did.

Fatufty Inquiry as a Means for
Institutional Change

Washington Center's National Assess-
ment Project brought together campus
teams keenly interested in implementing

new insights on assessing leaming in learning communities.
But the work's impact extended beyond those communities
to the larger campuses. The hnal campus team reports indi-
cate the scope of changes underway. Some, while predictable
from a project desigr standpoint, represent hard-to-achieve .
outcomes, as educators involved in institutional-change initia-
tives will appreciate.

Among these, the fact that project participants moved faom
a focus on logistical details to examining shrdent work for evi-
dence of integration marks a profound departure from how
faculty typically spend their out-of-class time. The experience
of participating in cross-departmental conversations has helped
faculty appreciate how challenging deep disciplinary leaming, let
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along integrative leaming, is for novice learnem. We believe that

these preliminary conversations ate essential if we are to appreci-
ate how overarching campus-wide learning goals, rather than be-

ing an imposed series of "performance indicaton," can be a way

to eifich all student leaming-the same dis-
covery made by Alvemo College faculty.

Above all, every campus team has been
reminded of why ongoing faculty inqury
is a necessary condition of deep change.
There is no proxy for practicing critical
reflective inquiry grounded in questions
that arise from practice. To work together
orl designing iltegative assignments that
invite students to learn something related to
real-rqorld problerns. issues, and enduring
questions gives coherence to a curriculum.
For faculty whose teaching has been mosdy
a private endeavor until becoming involved
in a leaming community, assignment-design
workshops that start with a structured re-
view of student work inftoduce them to the
value of collaborative, scholarly approaches
to teaching, leamhg, and assessing.

Other changes named in teams'final
reports have the potential to institutional-
ize national project insights. For instance,
some learning community coordinators,
especially from schools with long-estab-
lished programs such as North Seattle
Comrnunity College, LaGuardia Commu-
nity College, and Skagit Valley College.
created new forms for learnine commu-
nity course proposals that emphasize intentionally designed
htegrative assignments. At Skagit Valley, for instance, the

course proposal form now asks "how students will leam to
integrale" ideas, rather than askiDg-as tie fotmer version

did-how faculty will integrate course content.

Promising Grounds for Further Faculty Inquir!

As we re-read campus teams'final reports and look at the

integrative assignment modules faculty generously shared
with colleagues in the national project and now though
workshops aad the Washington Center website (www.ever-
green,edu./washcenter), we are paying close attention to three

emerging developments:

. Effective assignment design needs to provide "scaffolding"
for leaming. This realization emerged when faculty, especially
disciplinary specialists, examined student work in the com-
pany ofcolleagues who teach students foundational academic

skills. They began to focus on inter-re-
lated elements of assignment design:
content knowledge, Pedagogical content
knowledge (typiial difficulties students
face whenleaming something new), and

krowledge about how people leam.
. Assignment design is beginning to

focus on "curricular trouble spots" within
classes or, put another way, on the un-
derlying conceptions that novice leamers
need to understand to advance in their
studies. This drilling down is the course-

level equivalent of strategically placing

learning communities in the cuniculum,
and both are consistent with the National

Research Council's How People Learn

and the follow-up studies on discipline-
specihc learning in mathematics, the sci-

' ences, and history.
. Assessmgnt from the classroom to

the deparknent to the program to the in-

stitutional levet-if student leaming is

the thread they're following--engages
faculty. The work of the agricultural
and biosystem engineering curriculum
commitree at lowa Smte University. for

exarnple, used a modified form of the as-

sessment Protocol to review assrgnments
from each of the core courses to develop a systematjc cur-
ricular review process. Other campuses are also using adapted
versions of the collaborative assessment protocol to supple-

ment student satisfaction surveys and pre- and post-lesting.

In reflecting on the experience at Iowa State, Kevin

Saunders used an expression appropriate to his land-grant
institution: He speaks ofinvolving key individuals in this new

era of learning communities who can serve as "bell cows"-
those who "sound the way for others to follow."

In the shadow of Mount Si, at the foot of the Cascades,
where faculty from campuses acloss Washington State gathered

for the Washington Center's annual spring curriculum planning

refieat, we could hear the bells ringing from Iowa to New York
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lo WashingtoD to nany states in between. Wc wele {]xarlining
student work i iom a learning comrnunity dcsigned 1br prospec

tive early childhood educators at Kingsborough Courrr.rnity
College, which included courses in cleveiopnrental psychology,

introductory biology, and an occupational sentinar. We looked
fbr evidence of disciplinary grounding and sites of inlegratiort.
Then we read these learning community placti l ioners'account
of what they had intended rvith theit original assignnrent and
what they thought after reviewing studert work using the pro
tocol. lf you go to the WashiDgton Ccntcr website, you too wil l

see how these faculLy turned a well-intenlioned but underde
veloped integrative assignment iDlo an impressive simulated
cxercise by inviting students lo transport their Ieaming into the
(imagired) professional praclice of writilrg a letter to anxious
parents regalding coc[]lear implants.

Now anothcr group of flculty, learning I'rom those befbre
thein, are ready lo design a new iteration of assignnlents de-
signed to encourage integrative learning and-if we continue
to lcarn i'rom one anothgr-prepiue graduaies who are ablc
integrative lhinkers. E
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